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ABSTRACT
Map Reduce is the popular parallel computing paradigm for large-scale data processing in clusters and data centers.
However, the slot utilization can be low, especially when Hadoop Fair Scheduler is used, due to the pre-allocation of slots
among reduce tasks and map, and the order that map tasks followed by reduce tasks in a typical MapReduce environment.
On permitting slots to be dynamically (re)allocated to either reduce tasks or map depending on their actual requirement this
problem is solved. The proposal of two types of Dynamic Hadoop Fair Scheduler (DHFS), for two different levels of fairness
(i.e., cluster and pool level) improvise the makespan. HFS is a two-level hierarchy, with task slots allocation across “pools”
at the top level, and slots allocation among multiple jobs within the pool at the second level. On proposing two types of
Dynamic Hadoop Fair Scheduler (DHFS), with the consideration of different levels of fairness (i.e., pool level and clusterlevel). The experimental results show that the proposed DHFS can improve the system performance significantly (by 32% 55% for a single job and 44% - 68% for multiple jobs) while guaranteeing the fairness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
MapReduce has become an important paradigm for
parallel data-intensive cluster programming due to its
simplicity and flexibility. Essentially, it is a software
framework that allows a cluster of computers to process a
large set of unstructured or structured data in parallel.
MapReduce users are quickly growing. Apache Hadoop
is an open source implementation of MapReduce that has
been widely adopted in the industrial area. With the rise
of cloud computing, it becomes more convenient for IT
business to set a cluster of servers in the cloud and launch
a batch of MapReduce jobs. Therefore, by using the
MapReduce framework there are a large variety of dataintensive applications. In a classic Hadoop system, each
MapReduce job is partitioned into small tasks which are
distributed and were executed across multiple machines.
There are two kinds of tasks, i.e., map tasks and reduce
tasks. Each map task applies the same map function to
process a block of the input data and produces a
intermediate results in the format of key-value pairs. The
intermediate data will be partitioned by hash functions
and fetched by the corresponding reduce task as their
inputs. Once all the intermediate data has been fetched, a
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reduce task starts to execute and produce the final results.
The Hadoop implementation closely resembles the
MapReduce framework. A single master node is adopted
to manage the distributed slave nodes. The master node
communicates with slave nodes with heartbeat messages
which consist of status information of slaves. Job
scheduling is performed by a centralized job tracker
routine in the master node. The scheduler assigns tasks to
slave nodes which have free resources and response to
heartbeats as well. The resources in each slave node are
represented as map/reduce slots. Each slave node has a
fixed number of slots, and each map slot only processes
one map task at a moment.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Bi-criteria algorithm for a scheduling job uses a
new method for building an efficient algorithm for
scheduling jobs in a cluster. Here jobs are considered as
parallel tasks (PT) which can be scheduled on any
number of processors. The main thing is to consider two
criteria that are optimized together. These criteria are the
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weighted minimal average completion time (minsum) and
the makespan. They are chosen for their complementarity,
to be able to represent both system administrator
objectives and user-oriented objectives. In this paper, we
presented a new algorithm for scheduling a set of
independent jobs on a cluster. The main feature is to
optimize two criteria simultaneously. The experiments
show that in average the performance ratio is very good,
and the algorithm is fast enough for practical use.[1]
An adoptive disk I/O scheduling on virtualized
environment is challenging problem for performance
predictability and system throughput for large-scale
virtualized environments in the cloud. Virtualization has
become the fundamental technique for cloud computing.
As data-intensive applications become popular in the
cloud, their performance on the virtualized platform calls
for empirical evaluations and technical innovations. In
this study,by investigating the performance of the
popular data-intensive system, MapReduce, on a
virtualized platform. The detailed study reveals that
different disk pair schedulers within the virtual machine
manager and virtual machines cause a noticeable
variation in the Hadoop performance in virtual cluster.
Address this problem through developing a metascheduler for selecting a suitable disk pair schedulers.
Given an application, a program is divided into phases;
currently coarse-grained phase detection is used, using
the program progress. A novel heuristic successively
evaluates solutions (phase-scheduler assignments). The
program is executed, and the performance score is
measured. Then, the heuristic evaluates the solution based
on the best performance score. Performance results are
obtained on our local virtual cluster which is based on a
Xen hypervisor. It is found that for most of the Hadoop
benchmarks, using multiple pairs in a single application
can provide a better performance score over any singlepair solution. More importantly, our solution provides up
to 25% performance improvement over the default virtual
Hadoop cluster configuration. Moreover, the performance
improvement is proportional to the data size, VM
consolidation and system scale.[4]
The map-reduce paradigm is now standard in
academia and industry for processing large-scale data. In
this work, formalize job scheduling in map-reduce as a
novel generalization of the two-stage classical flexible
flow shop (FFS) problems: instead of a single task at each
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stage, a job now consists of a set of tasks per stage. For
this generalization, consider the problem of minimizing
the total flowtime ,given an efficient 12-approximation in
the offline setting and an online competitive algorithm.
Motivated by map-reduce, revisit the two-stage flow
shop problem, where we give a dynamic program for
minimizing the total flowtime when all the jobs arrive at
the same time. To provide a simple formalization of the
scheduling problem in the map-reduce framework, many
issues have been ignored in real systems that often have a
large effect on the performance. On assuming that the
scheduler is aware of the job sizes. These may not be
immediately available in practice, but in nearly all
circumstances approximate job sizes can be determined
based on historical facts the bottle neck scenario is
avoided.[6]

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. MapReduce Programming Model
MapReduce is the popular programming model
for processing large data sets, initially proposed by
Google. Now it has been a de facto standard for large
scale data processing on the cloud. Hadoop is an opensource java implementation of MapReduce. When a user
submits jobs to the Hadoop cluster, Hadoop system
breaks each job into multiple map tasks and reduce
tasks. Each map task processes (i.e. records and scans) a
data block and produces intermediate results in the form
of key-value pairs. Generally, the number of map tasks
for a job is determined by the input data. There is one
map task per data block. The execution time for a map
task is determined by the data size of an input block. The
reduce tasks consists of shuffle/sort/reduce phases. In the
shuffle phase, the reduce task fetch the intermediate
outputs from each map task. In the sort/reduce phase, the
reduce tasks sort intermediate data and then aggregate the
intermediate values for each key to produce the final
output. The number of reduce tasks for each job is not
determined, which depends on the intermediate map
outputs.
MapReduce suffers from a under-utilization of
the respective slots as the number of map and reduce
tasks varies over time, resulting in occasions where the
number of slots allocated for map/reduce is smaller than
the number of map/reduce tasks. Our dynamic slot
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allocation policy is based on the observation that at
different period of time there may be idle map (or reduce)
slots. The unused map slots for those overloaded reduce
tasks to improve the performance of the MapReduce
workload. For example, at the beginning of MapReduce
workload computation, there will be no computing reduce
tasks and only computing map tasks, i.e., all the
computation workload lies in the map-side. In that case,
make use of idle reduce slots for running map tasks. That
is, we break the implicit assumption for current
MapReduce framework that the map tasks can only run
on map slots and reduce tasks can only run on reduce
slots. Instead, we modify it as follows: both map and
reduce tasks can be run on either map or reduce slots.
 When the user submits jobs to the Hadoop
cluster, Hadoop system breaks each job into
multiple map tasks and reduce tasks.
 Each map task processes (i.e. scans and records)
a data block and produces intermediate results in
the form of key-value pairs.
 The execution time for a map task is determined
by the data size of an input block.
 The reduce tasks consists of shuffle/sort/reduce
phases. In the shuffle phase, the reduce task
fetch the intermediate outputs from each map
task.
 In the sort/reduce phase, the reduce tasks sort
intermediate data and then aggregate the
intermediate values for each key to produce the
final output.

In contrast to DHFS that considers the fairness in
its dynamic slots allocation independent of pools, but
rather across typed-phases, there is another alternative
fairness consideration for the dynamic slots allocation
across pools, as we call Pool-dependent DHFS DHFS). It
assumes that each pool, consisting of two parts: mapphase pool and reduce-phase pool, is selfish. That is, it
always tries to satisfy its own shared map and reduce
slots for its own needs at the map-phase and reduce-phase
as much as possible before lending them to other pools
DHFS will be done with the following two processes:
(1). Intra-Pool dynamic slots allocation. First, each typed
phase pool will receive its share of typed-slots based on
max-min fairness at each phase. There are four possible
relationships for each pool regarding its demand (denoted
as map Slots Demand, reduce Slots Demand) and its
share (marked as map Share, reduce Share) between two
phases.

Fig.2. Hadoop Fairness Schedular File
C. Job Execution
Word Count example reads text files and counts
how often words occur. The input is text files and the
output is text files, each line of which contains a word
and the count of how often it occurred, separated by a tab.
Each mapper take a line as input and breaks it into words.
It then emits a key/value pair of the word and 1. Each
reducer sums the counts for each word and emits a single
key/value with the sum and word. As an optimization, the
reducer is also used as a combiner on the map outputs.
This reduces the amount of data sent across the network
by combining each word into a single record.

Fig.1 MapReduce Installation

IV. RESULT

B. Pool-Independent Fairness Scheduler
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The proposed system improves the utilization
and performance for MapReduce clusters while
guaranteeing the fairness across pools. PI-DHFS and PDDHFS are our first two attempts of achieving this goal
with two different fairness definitions. PI-DHFS follows
strictly the definition of fairness given by traditional HFS,
i.e., the slots are fairly shared across pools within each
phase (i.e., map phase or reduce phase). However, the slot
allocations are independent across phases. In contrast,
PD-DHFS gives a new definition of fairness from the
perspective of pools, i.e., each pool shares the total
number of map and reduce slots from the map phase and
reduce phase fairly with other pools.

V. PROCESS
A. Classify the Slots
The performance of a MapReduce cluster via
optimizing the slots utilization primarily from two
perspectives. First, classify the slots into two types,
namely, idle slots (i.e., no running tasks) and busy slots
(i.e., with running tasks) . Given the total number of map
and reduce slots configured by users, one optimization
approach (i.e., macro-level optimization) is to improve
the slot utilization by maximizing the number of busy
slots and reducing the number of idle slots. Second, it is
worth noting that not every busy slot can be efficiently
utilized. Thus, our optimization approach (i.e., microlevel optimization) is to improve the utilization efficiency
of busy slots after the macrolevel optimization.
Particularly, we identify two main affecting factors: (1).
Speculative tasks; (2). Data locality. Based on these, we
propose Dynamic a dynamic utilization optimization
framework for MapReduce, to improve the performance
of a shared Hadoop cluster under a fair scheduling
between users.

reduce phase. We can use the unused map slots are those
overloaded reduce tasks to improve the performance of
the MapReduce workload, and vice versa. For example, at
the beginning of MapReduce workload computation,
there will be no computing reduce tasks and only
computing map tasks, i.e., all the computation the
density-based clustering corresponding to a broad range
of parameter settings.

C. Fairness Calculation
Fairness is an important metric in Hadoop Fair
Scheduler. It is fair when all pools have been allocated
with the same amount of resources. In HFS, task slots are
first allocated across the pools, and then the slots are
allocated to the jobs within the pool. Moreover, a
MapReduce job computation consists of two parts: mapphase task computation and reduce-phase task
computation. One question is about how to define and
ensure fairness under the dynamic slot allocation policy.
The resource requirements between the map slot and
reduce slot are generally different. This is because the
map task and reduce task often exhibit completely
different execution patterns. Reduce task tends to
consume much more resources such as memory and
network bandwidth. Simply allowing reduce tasks to use
map slots requires configuring each map slot to take more
resources, which will consequently reduce the effective
number of slots on each node, causing resource underutilized during runtime. Thus, a careful design of
dynamic allocation policy is important and needed to be
aware of such difference.

B. Dynamic Hadoop Slot Allocation
Current design of MapReduce suffers from a
under-utilization of the respective slots as the number of
map and reduce tasks varies over time, resulting in
occasions where the number of slots allocated for
map/reduce is smaller than the number of map/reduce
tasks. Our dynamic slot allocation policy is based on the
observation at different period of time there may be idle
map (reduce) slots, as the job proceeds from map phase to
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Mapper Task
Reducer
Task

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig.3. HDFS File Properties Specification

FLOW CHART
Job Arrival

The system developed an efficient fairness
scheduler by implementing pool distribution of job arrival
around the clusters. The future step of our research
includes integration of more advance scheduling
management to include resource discovery means for
demonstrating the effectiveness of our deadline algorithm
in dynamic node formation. In addition, we aim of
applying the solution into large-scale virtualized grids and
inter-cloud scenarios to explore the efficiency of the
algorithm in highly dynamic and large-scale cases.
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